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Abstract We study the scattering problem and asymptotics for large time of
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and s denotes the largest integer less than s Then we prove that there exists
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 for all t   and for every   p   Furthermore we show that for
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 m  n  	 and showed the same results
as in this paper Here we show that we do not need regularity conditions on
the initial data by showing the local existence theorem in lower order Sobolev
spaces
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x Introduction
We study the asymptotic behavior for large time of solutions to the Cauchy
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From the point of view of the large time behavior of solutions we classify the
equation  by the value  into three cases We call the equation  with
    n as the super
critical one If    the equation  is known as
the Hartree equation and is considered as the critical case in the scattering
theory We refer to the equation  with      as the sub
critical case
It is known that the usual scattering states do not exist in the critical and
sub
critical cases see eg  Therefore the scattering problem in these
cases is more dicult than that of the super
critical case The critical case
was considered in many papers see for example 	    For the super

critical case see eg  Recently in  we studied the sub
critical case
     and obtained the sharp time decay estimates of solutions For
	     we proved the existence of the modied scattering states under















is suciently small Our purpose in this paper is to
remove the regularity conditions on the initial data More precisely we will













and s denotes the largest integer less than s
In what follows we consider the positive time t only since for the negative
one the results are analogous We use the following notation and function
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We introduce some function spaces L
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SCATTERING FOR THE HARTREE EQUATION 
if p  	 For simplicity we let k	k  k	k

 Weighted Sobolev space
H
ms
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	k We let  
R
x  xdx By
CIE we denote the space of continuous functions from an interval I to a
Banach space E
The free Schrodinger evolution group Ut  e
it
gives us the solution of
the linear Cauchy problem  with f   It can be represented explicitly






















































Dierent positive constants might be denoted by the same letter C
We now state our results in this paper













   Then there exists a unique global solution of the Hartree type


















is valid for all t   where 	 
 p 
 	
Remark  The decay rate in Theorem  is the same as that of the solutions
to the linear Schrodinger equation
Theorem  Let u be the solution of  obtained in Theorem  Then
for any u

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is valid as t	 uniformly with respect to x  R
n

For the values   


  we obtain the existence of the modied scattering
states
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Theorem  Let u be the solution of  obtained in Theorem  and

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such that the following asymptotics for t is valid uniformly with respect




















































is true for all t  
In Section  we prepare some preliminary estimates	 Lemma 	 is the usual
Sobolev inequality	 We show the local in time existence of solutions to 	 in
Theorem 		 Lemma 	
 is necessary to treat the nonlinear term	 Section 

is devoted to the proof of Theorems 		
	 First we prove Theorem 
	 and
Theorem 
	 where we estimate the solutions of auxiliary system 
		 And
then we prove Theorems 		
	
x Preliminaries
We rst state the wellknown Sobolev embedding inequality for the proof
see e	 g	 	
Lemma  Let q r be any numbers satisfying   q r   and let jm














if the righthand side is bounded where C is a constant depending only on
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Theorem  Suppose that the initial data u

satisfy the condition of Theo
rem  Then there exists a time T   and a unique solution u of the Cauchy





for t   T 
Proof We introduce the function space
X
T










SCATTERING FOR THE HARTREE EQUATION 
We denote by X
T
the closed ball of X
T
with a center at the origin and a
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where v  X
T
	 This Cauchy problem denes the mapping A  u  Av acting
in X
T
	 Using Lemma 	 Holders inequality and the fact that the operator































































































Whence we can easily see that the mapping A is a contraction mapping from
X
T
into itself if we take 	 suciently small	 This implies Theorem 		 
The following lemma is used for obtaining estimates of the nonlinear term	

























































if the righthand sides are bounded where  is a real valued function  is a
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For the proof see  Lemma 		 
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x Proof of Theorems











































g   w  v  FMUu
by putting w  e
ig
FMUtut	 In order to obtain the desired result
we prove the global existence of solutions to 
	 under the condition that
kvk
l






We rst prove the local existence theorem for the system of equations 
		
Theorem  Suppose that the initial data v satises kvk
l
 	
where 	 is su	ciently small Then there exists a time T   and a unique
solution to the Cauchy problem for the system of equations 
 such that
w  C T H
l
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g   w  v  FMUu
The Cauchy problem 



















w  C T H
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SCATTERING FOR THE HARTREE EQUATION 
We denote by X
T
the closed ball in X
T
with a center at the origin and a








For the rst equation in the system 
	 the estimates in H
l
are easily
obtained by the usual energy method	 The second equation of the system

	 is parabolic and therefore possesses a regularizing eect so we do not
encounter a derivative loss	 Then the standard contraction mapping yields
the result	 
We next prove the following theorem	
Theorem  Suppose that the initial data v are such that the value
kvk
l
  where  is su	ciently small Then there exists a unique so
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Proof We estimate the following norms Jt  kwtk
l












gk of the functions w and g on the time interval  T 	 Dier
entiating 
	 with respect to x
j


































whence by the rst two estimates of Lemma 	










and integration with respect to t gives
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since    	 Then using the Youngs
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	 and Lemma 	 we see that there exists a positive

















































































































































































if we take 	 satisfying C	

 	 Thus Theorem 
	 and the standard continu
ation argument yield the result	 
We are now in a position to prove Theorems 	  	
	
Proof of Theorem  From the identity
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Hence by Theorem 	 and Theorem 
	 we see that there exists a unique







	 By virtue of the identity


















































for all p  	 This completes the proof of Theorem 		 
Proof of Theorem  We have via Lemma 	
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By Lemma 	 Theorem 
	 and 
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SCATTERING FOR THE HARTREE EQUATION 	
where   s  t	 We apply Theorem 
	 and 
	 to 









for   s  t	 This implies that there

























since we now consider the case
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	 Then we obtain the asymptotics for t
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